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planetary urbanization

Neil Brenner, Christian Schmid

• planetary reach of urbanization processes

• planetary perspective

decentering of analytical perspective

Brenner, Neil and Christian Schmid (2015). ‘Towards a new 
epistemology of the urban?’, City 19/2–3: 151–82.



Global shipping lanes: Wang, Corbett, Firestone 2007



Neil Brenner, Urban Theory Lab, Harvard GSD: Extreme

territories of urbanization. The Arctic.
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urbanization

Ildefonso Cerdà, David Harvey, Henri Lefebvre

• material production – spatial practices

• production of knowledge – territorial

regulation

• production of meaning – lived space and

everyday life
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compararative strategies

Jennifer Robinson (2016)

• thinking through elsewhere

• genetic comparisons: how are different 

urban outcomes produced?

• generative comparisons: bringing different 

cases in conversation with each other

comparison as an instrument of theory building



1 Mapping



2 Mobile and multi-sited research 



3 Urban configurations: comparative moment 1



4 Comparative workshops: comparative moment 2 



processes of urbanization: maps

cartography: 
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processes of urbanization (established)

• suburbanization

• post-suburbanization

• periurbanization

• gentrification

• urban regeneration

• urban renewal

• urban restructuring 

• informal urbanism

• …



processes of urbanization: 

comparative categories

• development of old and new centralities

• incorporation of urban differences

• popular urbanization

• plotting urbanism

• mass housing production

• bypass urbanism

• industrial urbanization

• laminar urbanization

• multilayered patchwork urbanization



Towards a new vocabulary of

urbanization

Schmid, Christian et al. (2018): Towards a new vocabulary of 

urbanisation processes: A comparative approach. Urban Studies

55/1, 19-52


